Try our delicious assortment of authentically Tasmanian flawed Government
policies. All entrees are served with duplicity and a side of beans.

Mental Health Hotpot
We just throw whatever leftovers we have for the day into
this signature dish. Currently 38% of people eat this.
You’ll have to love it because you’ll have no choice.

$$$

Housing Crisis Sandwich
One of our signature dishes, this is a triple-decker
sandwich of lack of supply, skyrocketing prices, and poor
regulation. This is one of our most popular dishes. It is
expensive but served with lots of cheese.

$$$

Pasta with Disability
A straightforward dish: don’t expect much. We’ve asked

the government to mandate universal design in new
homes, but that flavour seems unpalatable. Currently one
in four citizens is receiving this dish and we think you will
too. It is served with long waits for allied health care,
offering ample time to reflect on your choices.
$$$

Transport Salad
A new menu item that already has people lining up with

gridlock throughout the CBD. This dish is light on greens
but packs plenty of blue vegetables like slashings of bus
services, light on light rail, and our favourite, eminent
domain Dynnyrne. Try it, you’ll like it!
$$$

Salmon ala King
In this delicious dish, the salmon industry pays no rates
for their fish pen sites, they create dead zones on the sea
floor where nothing can survive but jellyfish, their netcleaning creates vast plumes of fouling organisms, they
are farming in areas contaminated with heavy metals, and
their hatcheries may be triggering neurotoxins in our
drinking water associated with Parkinson’s Disease and
Motor Neurone Disease. Mmmm...
$$$

Forest Flambé
Comes to your table flaming, and has done since 1967. An
abundant serve of unattractive stumps flows across the
plate. The special sauce of this dish is in how pungently it
screws the tourism industry. It is one of our most popular
dishes, especially in the North.
$$$
Vote 1 for Lisa Gershwin, Independent, Feisty, and Fed-Up!
Authorised by Dr Lisa Gershwin, 17a Camden Crescent, Moonah TAS 7009.

